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Summary 

 
This report informs Members of applications received which subsequently have been 
withdrawn by the applicant, or lapsed due to the absence of the information required 
to undertake a full assessment. 
 

Recommendation 
 
 Members are asked to: 
 

 Receive this report and note its contents 
 

 

Main Report 
 
 
Organisation        Purpose of Request 
 
Withdrawn Applications: 
 
East London Advanced 
Technology Training 

The purpose of this capital project is to develop 
and modify ELATT's Hackney learning centre so 
that it meets the needs of people with disabilities. - 
Following discussions with your officer around an 
unusual leasehold arrangement, the applicant has 
decided to withdraw this application. 
 

English Folk Dance & Song 
Society 

To install hearing loop technology in our public 
spaces/halls and to pilot a programme of 
accessible events. - The charity wishes to submit 
a proposal which is more of a match to your 
criteria and so has withdrawn this application.  
 

Parish Church of St John the 
Baptist, Epping 

We are applying for funds to create accessibility 
through disabled access, toilet facilities including 
disabled toilets, and a lift. - Application was for 
access work to an entirely new building, which is 
outside your policy. 
 

Spinal Injuries Association To offer clinical advocacy to all spinal cord injured 
Londoners to improve the quality of care they 



receive when admitted to hospital. - The project 
presented problems as regards general eligibility 
and match to the programme's outcomes. Your 
officers advised the organisation to withdraw this 
application so that a more suitable proposal is 
submitted at a later stage. 
 

Somerset House Trust To produce an access audit of New Wing, 
enabling us to apply for funding to improve 
disabled access at Somerset House. - 
Organisation now intends to commission an audit 
from its own reserves. 
 

Federation of Refugees from 
Vietnam in Lewisham  

Promote a healthy lifestyle, access to equality of 
choices and take more control of their lives 
through essential advices and support. - The 
organisation has withdrawn the application after 
discussion with your officer.  
 

Marie Curie To provide occupational therapy at the 
Hampstead Hospice to help patients rehabilitation 
- enabling them to be able to return home and 
complete certain tasks. - The proposal did not 
meet eligibility criteria as it is for a service for 
which statutory funds are available. Other aspects 
of the work of the Hospice fit your criteria better 
and the applicant might lodge a new application at 
a later date. 
 

Tamil Relief Centre To encourage, empower and improve the 
physical, social, financial and mental well-being of 
older people (75+) in Enfield and the surrounding 
boroughs - The proposal does not target, 
sufficiently, those aged 75+. The organisation 
wishes, instead, to consider applying for a 
different project.  
 

John Carr's Charity To increase the impact of and ensure the effective 
running of the debt advice centre. - Application 
has been withdrawn whilst the organisation 
develops a robust fundraising strategy which 
ensures that any funding from CBT is less than 
50% of turnover.  
 

Migrants Resource Centre To address food and fuel poverty in Westminster 
through provision of specialist advice services at 
foodbanks and community venues. - Proposal 
withdrawn as the organisation in intending to 
merge with another charity.  
 



Royal Statistical Society To fund the Project Officer post who will develop 
the delivery of the pro bono service being offered 
by the Society to the charity sector.- While the 
proposal had potential to be of great benefit to 
London charities, the applicant has withdrawn this 
request to conduct market research to more 
robustly evidence likely demand and inform a 
model of delivery that would best respond to this 
demand.  

  
 
 
 
Lapsed Applications  
 
None 
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